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Global economic and financial crisis, manifesting in Serbia from 2008 onwards, brought about an additional dimension in the discussion on the economic growth model, as well as on the application of specific economic policies aiming at stimulating the economic development. After two decades from the start of transition in Eastern Europe (one decade in Serbia), which mainly resided on a neoliberal model with key elements of macroeconomic stabilization, privatization and market liberalization, the crisis reopened new (old) dilemmas within the professional and academic circles throughout the globe. In this context, the polemics over key measures and mechanisms for inciting the economic growth and government's role in these processes were intensified, such as -the state interventionism vs. the laissez faire, justifiability of protecting the domestic industries via industrial policies vs. liberalization, promoting consumption as a way of inciting the economic growth vs. increase of savings, fixed vs. flexible exchange rate, etc. However, in these discussions and related analyses, the departure point is usually macroeconomic (aggregate) trends, based on whom the problems, conclusions and possible measures to be taken are defined. By doing this, the real sector, i.e. the economy, is treated as a homogeneous structure, or at best, a sample of homogeneous segments (manufacturing or service-providing enterprise, specific industrial branches, segments of small, medium and large enterprises, state and private enterprises, etc). Generalized qualifications on the real sector or its specific segments (such as that it is illiquid, inefficient, monopolized, etc) are often made. This approach, although not necessarily limited and erroneous, does, up to some extent, ignore the systematic overview of microeconomic base of Serbian economy's functioning, its specificities (especially those immanent to the process of transition implying fundamental changes in principles of management, market and institutional framework, in a short period of time), often neglecting the needs of the economy itself. On the other hand, microeconomic analysis of a certain economy's functioning is complementing the overview of economic trends based on macroeconomic approach, thus suggesting additional arguments for certain economic policies, as well as more detailed information for analysis of alternative policies 1 . One of the frequent limitations for using the micro-level approach for the macroeconomic questions resides in a lower availability and lesser quality of the data on specific economic subjects, while it requires a greater effort for its processing and analysis.
In this paper, we analyse microeconomic bases for business operations, i.e. structural changes of the Serbian economy in the period spanning from 2007 to 2011, on a representative database on financial state of specific enterprises. By using a new methodological framework, goal of this analysis is, apart from documenting the financial state of specific enterprises, to shed light on a new dimension of real sector overview. This may provide invaluable insights on discussion and decisions on further structural reforms, as well as elements for making decisions on potential policies aiming at stimulating the economy and improving the business climate.
As basis for the analysis we used the database obtained from the financial reports of companies in Serbia 2 registered with the Serbian Business Registers Agency 3 . At the upper segment of companies, out of 5,000 largest by annual operating revenues, which is also a representative sample of the Serbian economy, observed are the base trends of the financial state in a five year period spanning from 2007 to 2011. Additionally, we made an analysis on a sample of the 500 largest enterprises in Serbia according to the criteria of the size of operating revenues in 2011.
The aim of the analysis of the 500 largest in 2010 and 2011 was to check whether the trends observed in the sample of the 5,000 still hold, by using a more detailed overview of the specific cases on a smaller sample. This paper is organized in five parts, as follows. In the first part we give a macroeconomic overview in Serbia in the period from 2007 to 2011. The second part aims at presenting the used database and applied methodology.
In the third part, we analyse the financial performance of the Serbian economy in the observed period with a special overview on base financial components -growth, earning, indebtedness, debt structure, liquidity and efficiency. In this part we also point to the crisis effects on companies' performance. In the fourth part we make an in-depth analysis of the structural changes in the observed fiveyear period, also by pointing to possible relations with the crisis. The fifth part concludes the analysis by sublimating the key challenges of the Serbian economy stemming from the micro level overview, while it also points to the possible directions of the future economic policies in improving the conditions for sustainable economic growth and healthy functioning of the economy.
0DFURHFRQRPLF IUDPHZRUN LQ WKH SHULRG EHWZHHQ DQG
The period from 2007 onwards has been marked by a large global economic crisis, which started to manifest by the end of 2008 in Serbia, via two major channels -(1) trade, through falling demand for Serbian exports, and (2) financial, through cease of foreign capital inflows. Although the macroeconomic situation stabilized to some extent in the first half of 2009 by concluding the Vienna initiative and arrangement with the IMF, Serbian GDP contracted significantly in 2009, only to temporarily leave recession in the second half of 2010 (due to a recovery in exports) and in course of 2011 (due to a higher investment-related consumption), whereas it finally started to fall once again in 2012, which was also an election year. Dinar significantly weakened, by a total of 50% from 18th September 2008 to 2012 end. Imports recovered in 2011 due to capital equipment purchases following larger investments, while import growth in 2012 may be attributed to a consumption-related fiscal expansion. Due to a necessary fiscal consolidation pointed to deficit reduction, this trend ended, and effects of a large investment in the car factory started to reflect on the export growth in the last quarter of 2012. Inflation in this five-year period oscillated from 3-4% to 15%, while a heated demand, present in 2007 and 2008, has been eliminated as an inflationary factor since 2009. Than the primary inflationary role was overtaken by the FX depreciation, as well as some cost and supplyside factors, such as the food prices in a period of the fall of domestic agricultural production (2010) After relatively solid macroeconomic results in 2011, situation deteriorated in 2012 -GDP contraction was estimated at 1.7% in that year. These developments were also contributed to by low domestic and external demand, unusually adverse weather (especially in February and during the summer), as well as uncertainties related to the May 2012 elections, which typically deteriorate the economic activity while the state initiatives are usually postponed. These events were coupled by closing down of the Pancevo refinery due to its reconstruction during the Q3 2012. Also, at the beginning of 2012, US Steel, the largest exporter in the previous period, quit its Smederevo steelworks operations, while this steel mill's production fully halted in July 2012. Last year was also marked by a drastic contraction in foreign direct investments inflows in comparison with 2011. Nevertheless, some positive signals could have been seen in the last quarter of 2012, primarily the beginning of serial production of cars and start of work of the modernized Pančevo refinery, reflecting on the overall industrial production and exports. Due to a loose fiscal policy, consolidated state deficit deepened to almost 7% of GDP, while public debt breached the level of 60% of GDP. During 2012 a fierce RSD depreciation took place. Dinar first reached a historical minimum of 119.1 at the beginning of August 2012 (12% value loss since the year beginning), followed by a trend change and strengthening to 113.7 level at the end of 2012 (8.7% value loss for the entire 2012). These exchange rate dynamics, bearing in mind a high share of FX-indexed loans, will undoubtedly influence on reporting of higher expenditures on FX losses in the balance sheets, i.e. lower profitability of companies in 2012.
'DWD DQG PHWKRGRORJ\
As the base for further analysis we used a database of financial reports of companies in Serbia for the period spanning from 2007 to 2011. Source of data used in the analysis is the Serbian Agency for Business Registers, which includes the database of financial reports for all companies in Serbia pursuant to the Law on Accounting and Audit. Bearing in mind that at the moment of conducting the analysis the Agency did not dispose of audited financial reports, the analysis was made on the basis of unaudited reports.
This way, we have made a database of the 5,000 largest single companies, by the criterion of operating revenues in each of the five years of the observed period. The 5,000 largest, which is app. 5% of all registered companies, account for 82% of operating revenues and 64% of total employment of all registered companies in 2011. A similar coverage was reported in the previous four years. This database was used to overview the financial situation of the economy by using the statistical analysis. The second "layer" of the analysis represents an analysis of the 500 largest companies (by the criterion of operating revenues in 2011). These companies were ranked according to the criterion of their realistic power, by introducing groups to list of the largest 500, while companies otherwise consolidated in the included groups were deducted from the list. The advantage of this approach is in comprehensibility of specific cases which contributes to a better analysis of the financial data, and which is practically impossible at the sample of the 5,000. Also, due to the economic concentration, the coverage of the overall business operations of the Serbian economy via the largest 500 is equally significant. Namely, these 0.5% of total registered companies in Serbia, account for 53% of total operating revenues and 38% of all employees in all registered companies. Their operations were analysed in 2011 and 2010 as a part of this paper.
In order to overview performances per sectors/ industries, a classification of the largest 500 (single) companies was conducted. In the classification of the enterprises by industries the predominant business activity registered at the Agency for Business Registers was taken into consideration, but some posterior corrections were made in accordance with the international practice and the analyst expertise, wherever it was estimated that the official classification doesn't fully reflect the predominant activity of the company in question. Bearing in mind their large importance for the Serbian companies and Serbian specificities, in this paper we made special attention, on one hand, to the "conglomerates" -domestically owned companies, which generate a significant level of operating incomes in three or more sectors (industries), and, on the other hand, to foreign direct investments. Apart from this, as a separate sample, we observed the "state companies", i.e. companies in majority (over 50%) ownership of the central or local government, or those where the state, although a minority shareholder, has a crucial, i.e. controlling role in their management. The Top 500 list including main financial indicators and industry level sub-lists are published in NIN [3] .
)LQDQFLDO SRVLWLRQ RI FRPSDQLHV DQG NH\ FKDOOHQJHV LQ RSHUDWLRQV
By observing the financial results of the Serbian economy in the analysed period, it is observable that the total operating revenues and profitability suffered the most in 2009, while 2010 was a year of stabilization after a crisis-induced shock, while a recovery is visible in 2011.
However, it seems that 2012 will be very bad with a return of recession to the so-called "double-dip". Apart from this, one of the main challenges Serbian economy is confronted with is bad liquidity.
2SHUDWLQJ UHYHQXHV ² YLVLEOH FULVLV HIIHFW LQ DQG UHFRYHU\ LQ DQG
The medial growth of operating revenues in RSD in 2008 amounted to significant 22%, whereas 10% of 5,000 observed companies reported a fall of operating revenues of 10% or more. In 2009, the medial growth amounted to 3.4%, and as much as 31% of the observed companies had a fall larger than 10% in that year. In 2010 and 2011, the medial growth of operating revenues of the largest 5,000 companies amounted to 18.3% and 16.6% respectively, whereas, similar to 2008, i.e. before the crisis, operating revenues' fall of 10% or more was reported in 13% of companies in both of these years.
At the sample of the 500 largest companies in Serbia, when single companies are observed, it is visible that effects of the foreign direct investments from the previous period are starting to materialize. Namely, apart from the companies growing and advancing year after year, such as Tarkett, Telenor, Mercator, Idea, VIP Mobile, Metro, Coca Cola, SBB, Ball Packaging, etc, in 2011 a solid advance of previous investments in the sector of tradables and services was evident, such as Valy, Gorenje, which keeps opening new factories across Serbia, Yura, which opened several factories in a short term, Grundfos and others. In the Q4 2012 first positive effects of the FIAT car factory on the industrial production and exports started to show. Nevertheless, in this segment there are some negative examples of withdrawal of some companies, as in the case of US Steel. Some other investors also consider strategic options that include an exit from the Serbian market, bearing in mind the current market conditions in Serbia, such as Hemofarm Stada, which generated large losses because of write-off of claims from wholesale pharmacies. However, those examples of withdrawal of foreign investors from Serbia are relatively scarce, leading to a conclusion that there are still large untapped investing possibilities and direct benefits for foreign investors, although in parallel there is still room for an improvement of the business climate itself.
In the segment of large companies with a majority domestic ownership, defined as conglomerates, results are very heterogeneous, in the sense of business development, growth of revenues, profitability, indebtedness and systemic importance for the economy. There are examples where growth and development from the previous period rapidly continued in 2011, such in the example of Radun Inženjering, after takeover of Slovenia's Fruktal (operating revenues growth in RSD in 2011 attaining 117,1%), Interkomerc (growth of 50% or more in the last three years), concern Farmakom, significantly supported by the international financial institutions (growth of operating revenues in 2011 of 45%) or the Elixir Group (almost 130%). Out of large companies in majority domestic ownership there is a need to mention Beohemija, IM Matijević, Univerexport, DIS, Lilly Drogerie, Almex, Vino Župa and others, reporting constant growth and development, sometimes with support of international financing institutions. On the other hand, a part of large companies in majority domestic ownership protected and consolidated their position without a significant growth rate, and some of them slowly disappeared (see Table 1 ).
When it comes to mid-sized companies, trends are not quite favourable. Although from the aspect of economic growth these companies are expected to grow and develop constantly, and to attain a place at the list of the largest with time, events of this kind are rare, especially in the tradable sector. More accurately, not a single company of this kind made it to the list of the Top 20 fastest growing companies in 2011. Causes of this could be found, from one side, in high concentration of the economy and significant influence of the large companies on small ones' operations, inadequate and expensive financing sources and -notwithstanding improvements at that field -insufficient incentives in business environment turned to small and medium enterprises.
When single sectors are observed, there is heterogeneity in operations of companies within sectors, but also between sectors as a whole. However, what is almost a universal phenomenon is that the sectors and the economy as a whole are consolidating. In 2011, due to an economic (.2120,.$ 35('8=(Ă$ recovery, the fastest growth was made by the companies that operate in sectors of agriculture (24.6%), construction (22.1%), metal industry (19.1%) and energy (15.9%).
Seen as a whole, a significant growth of 26.2% was attained by companies whose main activity is retail trade. However, this growth is in a large extent a result of growth of operating revenues of Delhaize Serbia (of 37.3%), but it is not entirely realistic, bearing in mind that Delhaize, i.e. Delta Maxi did not consolidate all the companies in its system in 2010. Without Delhaize Serbia, companies that operate in the retail sector attained a 16.9% growth. Out of all observed sectors, aggregate fall in operating revenues of the listed companies was achieved by the sectors of pharmaceuticals (-9.2%) and tobacco (-6.6%), and it can be concluded that these sectors are significantly crisis-ridden.
The heterogeneous sector development in the observed period was contributed to, apart from a different effect of the crisis, by measures of the government policies.
Sector of food and beverage production is one of the most important in the Serbian economy. In 2012 this sector had a share in total exports of Serbian goods of 15.2%, and this share, despite the crisis, was increased in comparison with 2007, when it was at 14.9%, and in the crisis period (between 2008 and 2011) when an average annual growth rate of exports of 6.3% and trade surplus was 11%. Consequently one can conclude that the crisis was beneficial to this sector, foreign exchange rate adjustment as its part, of course along with the investments effecting in that and the previous period. Within this sector, trends are divergent. Hence, brewery and juice/soft-drink beverages sectors were highly consolidated, dominated by large international investors, such as Molson Coors as the owner of the Apatinska brewery (earlier owned by InBev), Carlsberg, Heineken, Coca Cola (Fresh&Co), PepsiCo, Rauch and other or significant domestic enterprises such as Nectar (part of Radun Inženjering) from Bačka Palanka. These enterprises invested significant sums in the previous period, and almost all of them had positive financial results in terms of operating revenues growth and profitability, and also had low or sustainably low level of indebtedness, with visible results in exports, above all to the regional markets (most of these companies use Serbia as the regional and production centre wherefrom they export mainly to Bosnia and Herzegovina, Macedonia and Montenegro). On the other side, subsectors of confectionery industry and meat processing are predominantly owned by the domestic capital. In these subsectors consolidation is in process, and in the forthcoming period one can expect foreign investors to come with a continued advance of the most successful domestically owned companies. This conclusion is pointed to by financial results, which are, as opposed to breweries and juice/soft-drink beverages, worse, and there are companies, mainly domestically owned, which confront the challenge of high level of indebtedness.
Effects of measures of state politics are well observable in the construction sector. This sector was hit particularly hard by the crisis, which was especially felt in 2009 and 2010, when this sector attained a fall of performed works of 19.9% and 6.4% respectively. After that, the state decided to help the domestic construction industry amidst the economic crisis by realization of large infrastructure projects (Corridor X, building new bridges, etc) and other projects (housing zones "Stepa Stepanović" and "Dr Ivan Ribar"), along with the special Law on stimulating of the construction industry. However, these measures had limited results. On one side, liquidity in the sector was improved up to some point, but systemic problems were not resolved, so even today a part of the domestic construction companies is at the brink of disappearance. On the other side, the present situation at the domestic market were fully used by the international companies operating in Serbia, such as Porr, Alpine and others, which are not the sector leaders, especially in the part related to the road infrastructure. These trends were contributed to by the way of financing large projects, relying on credits from international financial institutions, where tender conditions were out of domestic companies' reach, so they were usually involved as subcontractors of large international companies, often with a significantly lower profit margin.
A good example of the state's influence on the development of some sectors is the pharmaceutical sectors, before the crisis one of the most profitable ones, where the largest domestic suppliers (Hemofarm, Galenika, Zdravlje) are confronted with illiquidity and operating losses, whereas the chain effect of illiquidity spilled over on the pharmaceutical industry (more on this subject in the third part of the paper). Sectors that saw their results worsen under the effects of the crisis and/or state decisions are motor vehicles sales and auto parts sector and the tobacco industry. At the other hand, the sector of construction materials, especially the cement production sector, apart from all the challenges and contraction of the construction industry, remained relatively resistant to the crisis.
3URÀWDELOLW\ ² ODUJH LQÁXHQFH RI ÀQDQFLQJ PRGHV
In the observed five-year period spanning from 2007 to 2011, the margin of operating profitability -EBITDA did not change sizeably, bearing in mind that the operating expenses followed the dynamics of the operating revenues. Medial EBITDA margin in operating revenues across the whole observed period stayed at app. 6%, whereas in 2007 it amounted to as much as 6.8%, only to fall to 5.9% in 2011. In other words, operating expenses (without amortization) followed proportionally the rise (fall) of operating revenues along the entire five-year period. Profitability, however, fell significantly in 2009 and recovered in 2010 and 2011, but it is still under the 2008 level. Medial ROA fell from 6.8% and 4.5% in 2007 and 2008, to 3.4% in 2009, only to recover to a 4.9% level in 2011. In absence of a more robust growth of operating revenues (i.e. in case of revenues contraction in a part of the economy), it is clear that the fall of profitability is the result of the fact that cost of financing and negative exchange rate differentials, "ate" a part of the margin and hence reduced the profitability. The influence of high costs of financing and negative exchange rate differentials is best seen at the 500 largest companies in Serbia. Unlike 2010, when a loss of RSD 1.2 billion was recorded, TOP 500 recorded a profit of RSD 114 billion in 2011. This result is a direct consequence of a significant change of a decrease of negative financial results, resulting from FX rate stabilization, and not from an increase of the profits, having in mind that the EBITDA median was reduced from 6.5% to 5.9%, and that average EBITDA margin practically remained unchanged at the same level as the year before, i.e. at 7.5% (Table 3) .
When the results of specific companies are in question, it is noteworthy that in 2011 there has been a change at the list of the most profitable companies measured by the ratio net profits -after Telekom Srbija's domination in several last years, in 2011 the most profitable company in Observed sector-wise, in 2011 at the basis of EBT margin, the most profitable sectors were: construction materials (average EBT margin amounts to 9.9%, median EBT margin at 6.1%), telecommunications (4.8% and 3.4%) and the media (4.2% and 6.7%) and especially the companies operating in the media and sale of advertising space in developing markets. At the basis of 2011 data, the most unprofitable sector was pharmaceuticals (average EBT margin of -70.7%, median EBT margin -17%) and tobacco-processing (-9.3% and -4.4%).
(PSOR\PHQW ² DGYHUVH WUHQGV ZLWK XQFHUWDLQ SHUVSHFWLYH According to the official data, the total number of the employed in Serbia in 2009, 2010 and 2011 had a fall of 7.1%, 4.4% and 2.1% respectively, and in all companies in this period, the number of employees fell by 5.8%, 2.3% and 2.2% respectively, which may point to a conclusion that all large companies, aggregately observed, boasted a smaller reduction in the number of employees than the economy as a whole -i.e. that the small and middle companies had a shock "amortizing" role and suffered from a larger headcount reduction than the large companies. These data may point to a conclusion that the small and medium-sized enterprises are a more flexible segment of the economy, which reacts quicker to external changes, so in this segment there has been a larger employment decline in the crisis period. Also, it is possible that, in difficult external circumstances the small and medium enterprises (SME) resort to a larger tax evasion, so because of this the number of the officially employed workers diminished.
The largest employers in Serbia are the state-owned companies, concretely EPS (with 32,178 employees in 2011), Železnice Srbije (Serbian Railroads) (20,413), JP PTT Srbija (15,060) and Telekom Srbija (13,598).
,QGHEWHGQHVV DQG ERUURZLQJ
During these five years, foreign borrowing, i.e. its part in total sources, increased in 2008 (median grew from 11.8% in 2007 to 14.7% at end 2008), but in 2009 and 2010 it remained at the same level, and it even mildly fell in 2011 (13.2%). In the whole observed period, indebtedness level stayed relatively low, but its concentration grew larger as time went by. Indeed, there are a small number of significantly indebted companies and a far larger number of those with little or no debt. As much as 75% of the observed companies have a share of borrowed sources of less than 30%, which is a generally accepted critical limit of indebtedness, while 10% of the observed companies have a debt larger than a half of total sources. Also, looking at debt, there is a concentration in the segment of large companies. Indeed, median of share of credits in total sources for large companies (operating revenues exceeding RSD 1 billion) amounted to 18.8%, while it stood at 12.1% in small companies at the end of 2011 (Table 4) .
Short term debt (of up to one year maturity) dominates the total debt. Indeed, the median of share of short term debt in total debt of the loan-indebted companies amounts to 82%. Share of the short term debt has increased from 2009 onwards, which, apart from other things, point to a conclusion that new borrowing is probably largely motivated by needs to increase liquidity, but also that the availability of new sources of crediting was decreased in the same period.
Generally adverse pre crisis borrowing structure (domination of the short term debt and FX-indexed debt) took a toll during the macroeconomic shock of the crisis, which eventually had a negative effect on liquidity of large debtors. Negative influence of the financial position of companies, above all liquidity, was additionally indirectly contributed to the effect of the exchange rate differentials, bearing in mind that the largest share of debt has been euro-indexed, while the Serbian currency significantly weakened since the outbreak of the crisis, i.e. since 2008, with the exception of 2011. The existing researches of the crisis effects show that in 2009, after the crisis outbreak, liquidity of large debtors worsened, and that new borrowing along 2009 was used to reduce pressures on liquidity [2] .
/LTXLGLW\
Despite the fact that in a large part of the observed companies short-term assets seem to be complying with the short-term liabilities (its median amounts to a solid 1.2 throughout the observed period), liquidity was threatened and drastically worsened in 2009, 2010 and 2011, as well as in 2012, although exact indices are lacking, illiquidity is probably at its highest since the start of the observed period. Namely, the net working capital, counted as a sum of values of all net working capital, became negative since 2009, deepening until 2011. This is a result of the fact that the unadjusted liquidity position is especially pronounced in large and public companies, hence a larger part of the negative net working fund originated from these companies, thus rendering this sum negative at the level of all 5,000 companies. Apart from these indices, there is a large share of unpaid claims and unpaid debt in companies' balance sheets, which in pair contribute to compliance of the short-term assets and short-term liabilities, and hence give an illusion of liquidity, but in reality it means that the companies finance their unpaid claims by not paying their current liabilities to their suppliers (median of share of these claims/obligations in total assets/liabilities is 22%), which is only a signal of illiquidity.
Hence, the key negative characteristic of operations of companies in Serbia, especially in the last two years, is the widespread illiquidity in terms of prolonged delays in payments and accumulation of total obligations in this respect. Trend of growth of negative net working capital was continued in 2011 -in comparison with 2010, negative aggregated net working capital of all companies in Serbia increased by almost 50% to RSD 322 billion, which is 3% of total assets of all companies put together. Unfavourable financial situation, that is, the imbalance of the structure of assets and liabilities of companies in Serbia has many causes, of which some date from before the crisis, such as financing of the fixed assets from short term sources. Additionally, illiquidity at the market lately was contributed by a significant lack of financial discipline in the system, increase of payment delays of the state, and debts of the state companies, an increase of the number of companies "under restructuring", which are legally protected from forced collection by creditors until the end of the restructuring process, weakening of creditworthiness (which reflects in impossibility of refinancing of the short term loans with longer term loans), absence of long term loans, etc.
All these problems may be well seen at the example of the subsector of the wholesale pharmaceutical suppliers. Before the crisis, this subsector had an incontestable leader, Velefarm, and other three important followers, JugohemijaFarmacija, Vetfarm and Unihemkom. However, these four companies entered the crisis with relatively high indebtedness, partially because a fierce investing cycle, Table 2 ).
Out of the former "big four", Velefarm is in bankruptcy, Vetfarm practically stopped operating, Unihemkom was in blockade for 149 days in 2012 with uncertain perspective, while Jugohemija-Farmacija owners sought an exit from the current situation in the sale of the company. Vetprom Hemikalije has also been erased from the Top 10 list, by practically ceasing to exist. 
6WUXFWXUDO VKLIWV LQ WKH HFRQRP\ LQ WKH SHULRG
Structural shifts in Serbian economy in 2007-2011 were evident. These changes reflect in some important directions, the most important of which are the carrying out of foreign direct investments and growth in their importance in the Serbian economy, continuation of trends of concentration and consolidation (with more room for further consolidations), reconfiguration of the domestic large capital, larger focus of the Serbian economy on exports.
&RQFHQWUDWLRQ DQG FRQVROLGDWLRQ WKURXJK WKH FULVLV
One of the most important observable trend from the start of the crisis onwards is increase in concentration of the Serbian economy which is, by nature, highly concentrated ( Figure 1 ) with a small number of relatively large and a large number of small companies. The fact that the large grow despite the crisis is observable at the Top 500 list, where large companies, in average, achieved solid growth rates in the crisis years as well.
At the sample of the largest 5,000, it is obvious that the concentration index (Herfindahl index which is counted as a sum of squares of shares of companies in total operating revenues of the whole sample) grows institutions may produce in order to increase employment in the future. In order to put the assets in a better function, a fresh capital is needed, i.e. investments and an increased knowledge so that the production possibilities are fully tapped. In that context, growth and better performances of Serbian companies do not only depend on the business sector itself, but also on institutions and system itself, education quality, legislative system, access to financing and financing costs.
5HFRQÀJXUDWLRQ RI WKH ODUJH GRPHVWLF FDSLWDO ² LPSRUWDQFH RI ÀQDQFLQJ GHFLVLRQV
In the observed period, it is visible that there has been an adjustment of the large domestic capital, especially in the sub period of the full swing economic and financial crisis, from 2009 to 2011. Namely, it was an almost universal case that in the pre-crisis period, especially in 2007 and 2008, all domestically owned large companies, i.e. so called conglomerates, were carrying out strong investment cycles that were financed from loans, often short term ones. These decisions were based on the fact that before the crisis there was growth in all markets, hence a continuation of these trends was expected in the forthcoming period. However, instead of large growth rates, there came a fall in business activity, while conglomerates were burdened by a relatively large indebtedness 4 (see Table 5 ).
In these circumstances, owners have been using various strategies in financing their businesses. Analysis at the chosen indices for the period 2007-2011 show that the most significant rise of business activity was in those companies whose owners "opened up" to the capital, be it borrowing or direct investments in capital of international financial institutions (IFIs) or private equity funds 5 . By the entrance of these institutions to the capital of the companies, or by their support through (re)financing, a financial position of those companies is additionally ameliorated, and all conglomerates which had this kind of cooperation also had a significant growth and development even in the crisis period. 4 It is considered that the company enters a zone of high indebtedness ZKHQ WKH YDOXH RI QHW GHEW WRWDO ÀQDQFLDO OLDELOLWLHV OHVV WKH YDOXH RI FDVK and cash equivalents on a certain day) exceeds the 5x value the EBTIDA, and in the crisis period this limit is reduced to 4x the EBITDA. Of course, in order to determine the situation more accurately, one has to take into consideration multiple factors, such as the maturity of indebtedness, abil-LW\ RI WKH FRPSDQ\ WR FUHDWH D SRVLWLYH QHW FDVK ÁRZ DQG RWKHU EXW WKH ratio between net debt and EBITDA is a relatively sound index, based on which some preliminary estimates may be concluded. $FFHVV WR ,), ÀQDQFLQJ LV HYHQ ZKHQ LW FRPHV WR FUHGLW ÀQDQFLQJ FORVHU to approach of private equity funds, than to the commercial banks, seeing that a more thorough analysis / client check up is conducted, and contracts often contain such provisions that allow to IFI a better control of operations of companies in which they invest. On the other hand, companies, i.e. its owners who were less open, i.e. suitable for a partnership with professional financial institutions, had an aggregate fall of activity, many are still confronted to significant challenges, and some even went bankrupt. Of course, in this segment there are some exceptions, such as Interkomerc or ITM Group.
+LJKHU IRFXV RQ H[SRUWV
In the observed period, from the outbreak of the crisis onwards, a significant structural shift took place in the Serbian economy, consisting on a more concentrated focus on exports (Figure 2) . Although still sizeable, the current account deficit was narrowed. The narrowing is A similar adjusting trend is visible when it comes to the destination of foreign direct investments. Indeed, in the pre crisis period, there have been some sizeable foreign direct investments in non tradable sector, while in the crisis a trend of a growing share of foreign direct investments in the tradable sector is observable (Figure 3) .
Hence, by departing from the basic macroeconomic trends, it can be stated that until 2009 there was a model of economic growth based on capital imports from abroad, while from 2009 onwards, under the pressure of the global economic and financial crisis, there is an adjusting process of the Serbian economy going on, especially through the depreciation of the domestic currency and reduction of the foreign trade deficit. How long will this trend persist depends both on efforts in improving the business climate and stimulating domestic and foreign investments, and on the framework of the economic policies in the forthcoming period.
6WDWH DV RZQHU DQG PDQDJHU
After the last large privatization of NIS by Gazprom in 2008, it can be said that since 2009, process of privatization of state and socially owned enterprises practically stopped, although it was meant to be finished in 2008 already 7 . In mid 2012, the number of non-privatized companies under the auspices of the Privatization Agency amounted to 594 with about 100 thousand employees [8] . For comparison (see Figure 4) , total number of privatized companies at the end of 2011 amounted to 1,438 (source: APR).
With the economic crisis outbreak, not only was the privatization slowed down, but there was a de facto opposite process -of private ownership returning to state ownership. Namely, in order to protect the operations of companies confronted with the business challenges, and to protect the number of the employees, the state was often breaking the privatization contracts and taking the companies back from the private ownership. Many of those ended in the "restructuring", which is a concept introduced by the changes of the Law on privatization [5] , which prevents creditors from conducting forced collection against companies in this status. There are currently 175 such companies, employing some 55,000 persons [8] . In order to protect business and employment, state decided to take over large companies, such as US Steel (app. 5,000 employees), and it was doing that directly or through takeover from other companies owned by the state, such as Srbijagas, which entered into ownership via debt replacement in the Serbian glass factory (the takeover took place in 2009, only to be sold to a consortium of Bulgarian companies Rubin and Glass Industry), HIP Azotara from Pančevo (2009), MSK from Kikinda (2009), and in 2010 it bought Pančevo's Agroživ (which was in bankruptcy). Apart from this, Srbijagas acquired 30% share in the company Informatika (in 2009) and together with a Russian insurance company Sogaz founded an insurance company in Serbia in 2012. If we add to the companies in state of privatization (about 600) some 50 central governments' public companies, and about another 650 local government's public companies, we come to a sum of 1,300 state-owned companies [1] .
At the list of Top 500 in 2011 there were 56 companies classified as state-owned. All these companies are in majority ownership (over 50%) of the state or local government, with an only exception in Energoprojekt Holding, where the share of state ownership is below 50% (33.6%), but we nevertheless added it to this category, due to the state's key role in management. We also added the remaining "society-owned" companies. These account for more than 10% of total companies on the Top 500 list, and made about a fifth of all operating revenues, and employed 42% of employees of all the companies from the list. The largest among those is JP EPS with 32,000 employees, which is 8% of total Top 500's employment. These 56 companies account for 38% of the sum of net debt of all Top 500's, while Srbijagas with the record high net debt of EUR 750 million at the end of 2011 (and about EUR 1 billion at the end of 2012), accounts to 7% of total net debt of all the largest 500. These companies account for 30% of all capital investments in 2011 of all the companies from the list. And finally, these companies account for 44% of the losses of all the loss-generating companies from the Top 500 list.
It is difficult to make a general note on operations of state enterprises in 2011, but at the sample of the 56 largest state companies (which made it to the Top 500), there is a basic impression that their list is heterogeneous in multiple ways -activities they are in, motive of the state to run them, and successfulness to do it both in activities of public and strategic importance (where a state role is justifiable, often monopolist), and in those more or less market activities where the state meets the private owned competitors. At the sample of 56 large companies from the list of Top 500, the state is, we can say, present in all activities, from agriculture (PKB Beograd, PIK Bečej), manufacturing industry (production of furniture and confectionery Simpo Vranje, tires in Kruševac's Trayal, cables in Jagodina's Holding Kablovi, chemical products -HIP Petrohemija, HIP Azotara, armaments, etc), to energy sector, telecommunication, transport, infrastructure, construction, mining, utilities, natural resources management (waters, forests and other natural resources).
When it comes to performances, significant heterogeneity is observable, whereas in the public companies functioning in the domain of regulated prices, it is difficult to separate the element of realistically set price level from the efficiency level in business that is linked to organization, management, adequate number and structure of the employed, etc. However, the data show that, generally observed, this segment may be qualified as relatively inefficient and with large room for productivity and efficiency increases, through better management and by letting a part of their activities to the private sector.
As a whole, state enterprises at the Top 500 increased their operating revenues in 2011 by 7.4% (against growth of 13.8% of aggregated Top 500 companies). Aggregately counted EBT margin amounted to 3.6% (almost as much as all Top 500) which represents a significant improvement comparing to 2010, when EBT margin of all state companies was (aggregately) negative at -3.8%. Such a change for the better is above all attributable to pre-tax profits of EPS, Serbian Railroads (both reported losses in 2010), as well as by increase of profits of Telekom and PTT. Meanwhile, largest absolute fall of profits, i.e. growth of losses in 2011 was reported by Galenika. Out of all the companies from the list, 14 had negative EBITDA in 2011. Out of these 14, 9 had negative EBITDA for two years in a row. Most companies with negative result are also highly indebted, often with an explicit state guarantee. Although the efficiency is hard to define due to the absence of comparable parameters from private of international practice, in this group of companies there are some examples of relatively successful companies. They report positive results in several consecutive years, without significant oscillations in incomes and without a significant indebtedness. The previous examples are found primarily among the enterprises operating in monopolist activities, but also in some cases in activities where market is less regulated, and where a private sector (often foreign) competition is more marked, such as the construction sector. By the level of investments in fixed assets in 2011, Putevi Srbije, EPS, Beogradski vodovod i kanalizacija (water supply and sewage), RTB Bor, Telekom, Kontrola letenja (flight control), Srbijagas, HIP Azotara and EMS stand out.
The first larger group at this list is made out of eleven central-government owned public enterprises: EPS, Srbijagas, Serbian Railroads, PTT, EMS, Jugoimport SDPR, Srbijašume, PEU Resavica, Vode Vojvodine i Vojvodina šume. The other group is comprised of twelve local companies performing utility services in Belgrade, Novi Sad, and one in Vršac and Kragujevac each: JKP Beogradski vodovod i kanalizacija, Vodovod i kanalizacija Novi Sad, Gradska Čistoća Beograd (city cleaning company), DP Drugi Oktobar Vršac, Parking servis Beograd, city bus operators GSP Beograd and JGSP Novi Sad, JKP Zelenilo Beograd, JKP Beograd Put, JKP Beogradske elektrane, Novosadska toplana and Energetika Kragujevac (the last three centralized heating companies). All these companies have a status of public enterprises except for the two, which are in the same time in "society" ownership -DP Drugi oktobar Vršac and Energetika Kragujevac -in restructuring. Most of these companies are subject to a regulated price regime of its services, and their revenues are largely determined by the Government's approval for price hikes on one side, and by the efficiency of management on the other side. Among these, GSP Beograd (city transport company) stands out by a particularly negative EBITDA margin of -17% (i.e. -RSD 1.8 billion), while this company even increased its debt in 2011, by enlarging its net debt from RSD 131 million to RSD 1.305 billion, and the continuation of indebting (with an aim to renew the vehicle fleet) continues in 2012 as well. By positive financial performances, we would single out Parking servis (2011 operating revenues amount to RSD 2 billion -on a similar level as in 2010 and despite a fall in EBTIDA margin, profits and ROA in comparison with 2010, while it still boasts enviable indices -EBITDA margin at 22%, ROA at 3.4%), Gradska Čistoća (operating revenues at RSD 5 billion, i.e. 20% more than in 2010, with EBITDA margin at 21.3% and ROA at 5.5%), but Beogradski Vodovod i kanalizacija and Novosadski vodovod. Novosadske toplane significantly ameliorated their result in 2011, by passing from the zone of negative EBITDA to a solid results zone, with a growth in operating revenues.
Four companies from the arms industry made their way to the list Top 500 in 2011 -Krušik Valjevo, Milan Blagojević Lučani, Prvi partizan Užice and Kompanija Sloboda Čačak. All together, they made total operating revenues in 2011 of RSD 10 billion, i.e. 18.3% smaller than in 2010. These companies record a fall in operating revenues in 2011 as a combination of a high base effect from 2010 (a year which was particularly good for placements of Serbian weapons on the Near East markets) and, from the business point of view, adverse political turmoil (the so-called "Arab spring") of 2011. Fall of operating revenues was followed by the fall in EBITDA and EBITDA margin. Except for company Prvi Partizan Užice, almost all other three companies operated in 2011 with a negative EBITDA, but only Milan Blagojević Lučani operated with a loss, while the three others reported positive before tax results.
Other companies from this list may be observed as a group of non-privatized state companies or those the privatization contracts were broken in, and by the nature of their activities it is not necessary for those to remain in government's ownership, because they operate at relatively liberalized markets. Among those, the largest are Telekom Srbije (in which the state even increased its part at the beginning of 2012 by repurchasing stocks previously owned by Greece's OTE), HIP Petrohemija, RTB Bor, Jat, HIP Azotara, Lasta and Galenika, whereas Telekom, Jat and Galenika are mentioned most frequently in the context of the following privatizations.
Out of public enterprises, because of the nature of their activity, a pronounced profitability is not to be anticipated. However, because of their specific position, it is plausible that their management is more efficiently organized and that these companies are more sustainable, while the public interest remains protected -and public interest is that these are not dependent on (direct and indirect) subsidies, and therefore burdening the public budget. However, these companies often, like other state-owned companies (which are not public) run a social or some other function, by operating inadequately efficiently, i.e. with a negative profitability. On the other side, successfulness of some state owned companies, statistically observed, is not crucially different from an average successfulness of the whole list Top 500, and negative result of many public enterprises is the result of a low market price of their products (electricity, gas, utilities), although this cause is often hard to distinguish from low efficiency and bad management. Bright examples at this list show that state owned companies too may be run by professional management, and that these companies too may achieve results equal to their privately-owned competitors.
However, in companies whose activities have a strictly market nature, and do not have a strategic dimension for a state to keep its ownership or some kind of surveillance, it is generally considered that there is no long term interest
